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1. Technical specification
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300 350 500 550 650
35 35 55 55 65

43,75 43,75 68,75 68,75 81,25
m/s 0,95 0,95 1 0,6 0,6

mm/m 8/85 8/85 10/100 10/100 11/100
mm/m 9/60 9/60 11/80 11/80 12/90

kW 10 10 25 25 35
mm 1000 1200 1500 1500 1700
mm 2050 2050 2300 2300 2300
kg 242 256 385 396 435
min-1

Unit
Pulling force kN
Brake force kN
Wire rope medium speed
Wire rope maximum length

Tractor required power
Width
Height  with protective net
Weight (without wire rope)
Power take-off RPM max 540 max 540 max 540 max 540 max 540



2. Declaration of Conformity

Manufacturer:

Königswieser Gerätetechnik GmbH

AU 52, 4654 Bad Wimsbach, Austria

declares with full responsibility that the products mentioned hereinafter:

 Logging winches
KGD 300m, KGD 350m, KGD 500m, KGD 550m, KGD 650m

covered by this declaration complies with the requirements of:

Order on Machine Safety – Official Gazette of RS, No. 25/06 
(Directive 98/37/EC)

Bad Wimsbach, 02-10-2016 Königswieser Günter, CEO
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3. Introduction

This  manual  describes  the  KGD  winch  and  includes  information  and  maintenance
instructions for a safe and efficient machine operation.

Please, read the operation and service manual carefully even if you are an experienced
winch user. The manuals include information required for an efficient and safe operation of
the machine. Regular maintenance guarantes economical and correct machine
operation.

The skidding winch is delivered test run and test loaded.
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4. Safety Instructions

Do not use the winch, before you have read and understood the manual! The owner is
responsible for the guidance of all persons, who have to deal with the device. Do not use
or service the winch before the becoming acquainted with it.

• Only skilled persons may use and service the winch.

• The winch must always be checked before use and at least once a day the
safety conditionsand the possible faults must be checked.

• Check the moving parts. They have to be fastened to their places and in good
condition. All the protections and the limiters have to be in places.

• The winch must not be used even partly, without the protection parts.

• When winching to downhill, the winch must be pulled from the side through
an extra snatchblock.

• It is perilous to be in the area between a load connected to the cable and a
winch.

• Before using the winch get acquainted with the controllers of the winch, test
the  stopping  functions  of  the  winch  and  of  the  tractor  and  all  the  other
functions. Each function has to be in perfect order.

• Check that the winch is free of rubbish and other obstructions.

• Check that all the outsiders are in a safe area, at a distance of at least 15
metres, from the running machine. Warning signs must be installed in the
area of approaching roads .

• The cable must not be touched during winching with the hands.

• When the winch is used on slopes, the load must not be followed from below.

• The maximum load must be adapted to respective conditions.

• Check that the moving chains are carefully fastened. The cable must not be
coupled directly to the load.

• The safety factor must be 2.5 for cable type couplings and 2 for chain type
couplings.

• Inform all  skidding  winch  users  about  the  dangers  and  how  they can  be
avoided.

• The skidding winch may be operated only if it is attached to a tractor.

• The  winch  has  to  be  fastened  to  3--point  hitch  of  the  tractor.  Defective
fastening may cause a dangerous situation.

• Do not let children or incapable persons operate the winch.
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5. Mounting

Mounting to the 3-point hitch

The winch can be mounted to the 3-point linkage of  any tractor. Power transmission is
obtained through universal shaft from tractor.

Assembly of the pto shaft

If the PTO shaft is too long it may get pressed when the three point hitch is lifted up. This
may cause damage to the bearings of the winch or to the PTO of the tractor. The PTO
shaft must not be too short in any position. The PTO length is suitable, if the pipes do not
reach the bottom.

PTO is optional equipment.

1. Mount the winch to the 3-point hitch of the tractor.

2. Raise the winch high enough to get the PTO shaft of the tractor and the winch to a
horizontal level.

3. If you have a shortened PTO shaft available, put one end into the drive shaft and check
that  the  distance  of  the  locking  of  the  other  end.  Take  into  account  the  additional
clearance of approx. 20 mm.

4. Fasten the other end of the PTO shaft in its place and also move the winch sideways at
the same time securing that the axis does not base.

Shorten the drive shaft

Both PTO halves must be shortened by equal amounts.

• First cut the thicker cover to a correct lenght . Remember 20 mm clearance. Then
cut away the same amount from the form pipe. Make a similar shortening to the
second half of the PTO shaft. Remove the burr with the file.

• Connect the PTO shafts within each other. Make sure by moving eevator carefully
up and down that the shortening of the axis is sufficient. Check that the axis have
20 mm latitude.
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6. Operation Instructions

Wire rope unwinding

When the winch is properly connected, we can begin with unwinding of the wire rope.

When unwinding, we have to be careful not to unwind the wire rope completely or leave at
least three winds on the drum. Due to safety reasons, the wire rope is installed on the
drum so that if the logs start to slide without control, the rope must “pull” itself off the drum.
If the rope was pulled out with excessive force, we can pull out the entire wire rope during
pulling.  In  this  case,  replace  it  according  to  the  procedure,  foreseen  for  wire  rope
installation.

Once the winch is correctly connected, we start to unwind the wire rope. We do this so that
we pull  the wooden handle on the red rope (pos.  1) and in  this way move handle in
direction OFF . Brake is released and the wire rope can be unwound. In case that we just
installed the wire rope on the drum or we observe that it is not properly wound, we unwind
the entire length of the wire rope and wind it strong, as given in the next chapter.

Warning
Steel rope must be completely unwound before first use and wind it back on the generator
drum under load. For instance, we can do this so that we attach the rope to a standing tree
and pull the tractor with slight braking to the tree. This procedure must be done also before
trying to tow, if we towed downhill  beforehand or if the rope was wound loosely during
towing.

ATTENTION!
Loosely wound steel  rope can be damaged (stuck,  bent)  at  greater  load,  so that  it  is
prohibited to use it again.
Warranty does not apply for a steel rope, which is damaged in such manner.
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Pulling

Lower the winch on the ground. In this manner, the winch strengthens on the surface by
the board and we engage parking brake. Under no circumstances it is allowed to start
towing, before the winch is secure on the ground. 

Before starting pulling the blue rope, check that it is properly wound between the  small
pulleys.This winding is correct when the handle returns in the starting position, after we
stop pulling the rope.

If the rope is not properly wound, a situation may arise, where the winch towing
does not stop on our wish, which can result in an accident.

Now start pulling on the blue cable and the winch starts to pull in the steel cable. During
the interruption, the brake band automatically switches on and prevents the load  from
sliding when the pulling is stopped.

It is useful to know that at the constant drive power, the pulling power depends on the
lengthof the wire rope coiled to the drum. The strongest pulling power is achieved at the
first layer of coils.  By multilayer coiling the pulling power decreases progressively.  The
pulling power changes in inverse proportion to the pulling speed, which is highest when
the wire rope if fully coiled.

Release the wire rope under load

The brake prevents tied load from sliding back, when you stop the pull. To release the
stretched wire rope, quickly push and release the handle (1) repeatedly to prevent
the drum from uncoiling suddenly and loosening the coiled wire rope. If the wire rope on
the drum gets  loose,  the outer  coils  of  the wire  rope get  under  the inner  coils  at  the
repeated pulling, and the wire rope gets damaged quickly.
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7. Settings

Installing a new rope

• Remove cover 1

• Bring the drum in Position the reach screw 2 through the opening

• Unscrew the screw

• Insert the new rope from above

• Tighten the screw and close the Cover

• Coil up the wire rope onto the drum tightly ( see next Chapter! )
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Coiling the wire rope tightly onto the drum

First,  uncoil  the wire rope completely and check its  quality.  Afterwards push the “Pull”
button to coil up the wire rope onto the drum. Pay attention to coil the first five coils using
minimum force and the rest of the wire rope using higher force.
You can achieve this in two ways:

• By pulling the load;
• By fastening the wire rope to a fixed object, so that the tractor is pulled towards this

object.
It is recommended to do this on a slight incline, so the tractor is pulled uphill, or by braking
slightly

WARNING: The wire rope must always be tightly coiled up onto the drum – before starting
the work with a new winch it is necessary to uncoil the wire rope completely without any
load, check its quality and tightly coil it back onto the drum: first five coils should be coiled
by using minimum load and the rest of the wire rope using higher load!
Setting the wire rope release power

Setting the wire release power

The wire rope release power must be set correctly, so the drum stops immediately after
releasing the wire rope. This prevents the wire rope on the drum from releasing by itself.
Set the wire rope release power using the wing nut. By screwing or unscrewing the wing
nut, the wire rope release power increases or decreases.
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Setting the winch brake power

At the end of pulling, the differential brake automatically engages. The brake is factory set,
and a new setting is usually not required in the warranty period. After a longer period
partial wear of the frictional padding on the brake belt occurs and it is required to set it
again.  This  is required when the brake does not  hold the burden as described in  the
beginning of this paragraph. Perform the setting by tightening the nuts (pos.1+2 ), which
tightens the spring. Then, control the distance between the nut (pos. 2) and cylinder on a
lever (pos. 3). This distance should be 5 mm, when the brake is not loaded. If the brake is
properly set,  is  determined when unwinding the wire rope from the drum, which must
unwind easily. This unwinding depends on previously set pre-brake, which is described in
the previous chapter.
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8. Maintenance

Checking and tightening the drive chain

• Open screws (4) from the
back side. Try not to open
too much so the nuts dont
fall off.

• Tighten nut (6) until chain
(3) is tight. 

• Tighten screws (4)
• check chain – you should be

able to move it 4-6mm
• now open srews (2)
• Tighten nut (1) until chain

(5) is tight
• Tighten screws(2)
• check chain – you should be

able to move it 4-6mm 
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Lubrication

Before proceeding with maintenance work, shut down the engine, remove the key and wait
for all moving parts to stop. 

There is a grease fitting on the winch, which enables greasing of the upper pulley and
guide.The second grease fitting is on the housing of the lower pulley. Greasing is required
every  60  hours  of  operation.  The  PTO  shaft  needs  to  be  lubricated  according  to
instructions of the manufacturer. 

Non-frequent  greasing  can  cause  wear  of  slide  elements  and  consequentially  a
defect, which is not subject to warranty terms!

Drive chain must be lubricated every 200 hours of operation. Lubricate it with spray for
lubrication of chains or special grease, which does not melt at high temperatures, because
the grease can come into contact with friction coating of the clutch. 

First, remove the PTO shaft protection. Clean the chain before lubrication. Do not lubricate
the part, where the grease can reach clutch with application.

If grease comes into contact with friction coating of the clutch due do improper and
excessive  lubrication,  this  would  mean a  drastic  reduction  in  pulling  force  and
consequentially  it  would  be  required to  replace the blades of  the clutch,  which
cannot be a subject of this warranty!

All other bearings on the winch are of closed type, therefore greasing is not necessary.
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9. Removal of Faults
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Cause

Replace clutches.

Improper setting.

Replace clutches.

Incorrectly installed clutch.

Improper setting.

Replace the brake belt.

Damaged brake belt. Replace the brake belt.
Damaged brake mechanism. Replace damaged parts.

Other. Contact service company.

Improper setting of brake

Damaged or stuck wire rope

Damaged brake belt. Replace the brake belt.

Other. Contact service company.

Determined 
faults

(malfunctions)

Procedure for removal of 
faults (trouble)

Insufficient 
pulling  force.

Grease on frictional padding 
of the clutch.
Burnt frictional padding of the 
clutch.

Clean padding with 
sandpaper or grind 

(thickness approximately 
0.5 mm).

Setting according to 
instructions.

Worn  frictional padding of 
the clutch

Install according to 
technical documentation.

Insufficient  
brake force.

Setting according to 
instructions for use.

Grease on the padding of the 
brake belt.

Wire rope 
cannot be 
pulled out

or the pulling  
is difficult.

Improper setting of pre-
brake.

Setting according to 
instructions.
Setting according to 
instructions.

Pull out the rope with a 
tractor and, if required, 
install a new wire rope.

Brake handle is not in correct 
position.

Proceed according to 
instructions for use.

Damaged or corroded 
engagement mechanism.

Grease the engagement 
mechanism with WD spray 
or, if required, replace the 
engagement mechanism.
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Cause

Improper setting.

Check the lever.

Damaged winch drum.

Not  enough clutch distance.

Replace clutches.

Damaged or worn bearings. Replace bearings.

Determined 
faults

(malfunctions)

Procedure for removal of 
faults (trouble)

The winch 
pulls, despite 

the clutch 
being 

disengaged.

Setting according to 
instructions.

Crossed, wound rope for 
control of brake handle.

Installed the rope in parallel 
manner.

Lever, connecting the brake 
handle, does not allow return 

in disengaged position.
Damaged engagement 
mechanism.

Repair or replace the 
engagement mechanism.
Replacement or repair of 
the drum.
Setting according to 
instructions.

Broken part of frictional 
padding on the clutch.
Excessively tensioned drive 
chain.

Chain setting according to 
instructions.

The winch 
makes noise 

with operation.

Insufficiently tensioned drive 
chain.

Tension  the chain, as 
described in the 
instructions.



10. Warranty sheet
We guarantee:

• that the product will operate fault free, if operated according to enclosed operating
instructions;

• that we will  repair any fault or defectiveness within 45 days during the warranty
period.  In  case  the  product  is  not  repaired  within  the  mentioned  term,  we  will
replace it with a new product on customer’s request.

The product is warranted 36 MONTHS from the day of purchase, which must be proved by
the customer with the certified warranty sheet (stamp of the shop, date of purchase and
salesman’s signature, serial  number and year of manufacture). Warranty sheet is valid
only  if  shown together  with  original  invoice!  The warranty covers  any parts  and labor
against defects in material and workmanship. In case of repairs performed by unqualified
person, or when using non-original spare parts, the customer looses all claims of warranty!
Our warranty is void also in case of:

• Damages caused by not following these operating instructions;
• Damages which are customer’s fault;
• Damages  resulting  from  improper  use  or  overload  and  operation  in  unsuitable

conditions.

Garantieantrag / Warranty form
KGD internal No.:

  w
in

c
h

o
w

n
e

r

First- and last name:

Street, No.:

Postal code, city:

Phone-No.:
w

in
c

h

Serial-No.:

Type:

Purchase date:

purchased at (dealer):

Problem description, changed parts, suggestions:
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# Description Part Number

51 Locking Nut ISO 7040 - M12

50 Locking Nut ISO 7040 - M08

49 Hexagon Screw ISO 4017 - M12 x 100

48 Grease Nipple DIN 71412  - R1-8

47 Locking Nut DIN 985 - M39x3

46 Socket Head Screw DIN 912 - M08 x 16

45 Spring Washer DIN 127 - M12

44 Spring Washer DIN 127 - M08

43 Washer DIN 125 - M12

42 Washer DIN 125 - M08

41 Frame - 1700m / KGD 0114_7005

40 Drum Protection - 600 0114_2300

39 Chain Tension Step 1/2 0114_1783

38 Chain Tension Step 1 0114_1777

37 Sticker - Grease 0114_1296

36 Sticker - Manual 0114_1295

35 Sticker - Clutch 0114_1294

34 Sticker - Max. Speed 0114_1293

33 Sticker - CE 0114_1286

32 Klappsplint - kompl. 0114_1254

31 Wood Handle 0114_1205

30 Back Plate 0114_1198

29 Coupling Lever Assy - 5/6 0114_1191

28 Brake Safety-Lock Unit 0114_1188

27 Top Rope Infeed 0114_1187

26 Drive Unit  (2 step) 0114_1182

25 Idle Gear (2 step) 0114_1181

24 Lower Rope Infeed 0114_1167

23 Cover Shaft 0114_1161

22 Double Pulley 0114_1138

21 Single Pulley 0114_1137

20 PP-Rope - Green 0114_1136

19 Verdrehsicherung 0114_1110

18 Tensioner Bolt - 140 0114_1102

17 Tension Bolt 0114_1101

16 Chain 16BH - 32 Links 0114_1074

15 Brake Shoe 0114_1046

14 PP-Rope - Red 0114_1033

13 Chain 16BH - 60 Links 0114_1031

12 Washer 0114_1028

11 Bolt - Lower Link 0114_1012

10 Bolt - Upper Link 0114_1006

9 Main Shaft Assy - 650 0114_0232

8 Stützfuss - komplett 0114_0231

7 Zugmaul HD - kompl. 0114_0226

6 Motorsaw Holder - 13 0114_0221

5 Brake Setting 0114_0220

4 Protection Top - 6xx 0114_0217

3 Brake Holder Complete 0114_0213

2 Cover Drum - 5xx-mech 0114_0209

1 Brake Lever - Assy 3/5/6 0113_0412 0114_0029 - EK -

KGD 650 - mech - 2015/16
Rev.Betriebsanleitung - Ersatzteilkatalog / Sparepart Catalogue

Winden-Bezeichnung  /  Winch Description
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0114_1011

0114_1010

0114_1161

0114_1139

0114_1140

ISO 4014 - M12 x 45

ISO 7040 - M12

0114_1549

ISO 8752 - 04 x 35

DIN 125 - M22

DIN 125 - M22

DIN 125 - M16

ISO 7040 - M16

0114_1549

0114_1191

0114_11380114_1137
0114_1205

0114_1068

0113_0126

0114_1064

ISO 7040 - M08

ISO 7040 - M08

DIN 125 - M08

0114_1047

ISO 4014 - M08 x 80

DIN 125 - M08

0114_1060

ISO 4014 - M08 x 55

0113_0412

5xx/6xx - mech.
Dieses Dokument darf nur in Papierform weitergegeben werden - auf keinen Fall digital, noch online zur Verfügung gestellt werden

0114_1051

0114_1055

ISO 7040 - M08

ISO 4014 - M08 x 40

0114_1057

ISO 7040 - M12

ISO 8752 - 06 x 40

0114_10540114_1188



5xx/6xx - mech.
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0114_1146

0114_1143

0114_1040

0114_1145

ISO 4017 - M08 x 25
DIN 127 - M08

DIN 125 - M08

0114_1142

DIN 125 - M12

DIN 127 - M12

ISO 4017 - M12 x 30

0114_2314

ISO 4017 - M12 x 40

DIN 127 - M12

DIN 125 - M12

ISO 4017 - M10 x 30

DIN 127 - M10

DIN 125 - M10

0113_0142

DIN 912 - M08 x 16

DIN 127 - M08

DIN 125 - M08

0114_1148

ISO 8752 - 03 x 16

ISO 4017 - M12 x 40

DIN 127 - M12

DIN 125 - M12

ISO 4017 - M12 x 40

0114_0209



0114_1110

DIN 981 - M40x1.5

DIN 5406 - M40

DIN 625 - 6208-2RS

0114_1107

0114_1247

DIN 625 - 6208-2RS

0114_1251

0114_1182

0114_1111

0114_1230

nur EH / only EH version

DIN 471 - 35 x 1.5

0114_1077

DIN 625 - 6208-2RS

DIN 6885 B - 10x8x35

0114_1247

0114_1088

DIN 625 - 6208-2RS

0114_1250

0114_1181

0114_1102

0114_1074

5xx / 6xx
Dieses Dokument darf nur in Papierform weitergegeben werden - auf keinen Fall digital, noch online zur Verfügung gestellt werden



650

DIN 2093 - 080-41 x 2.25

0114_0232

0114_2326

0114_1124

0114_0230

0114_1114

0114_0215

Dieses Dokument darf nur in Papierform weitergegeben werden - auf keinen Fall digital, noch online zur Verfügung gestellt werden

ISO 4017 - M12 x 25

DIN 625 - 6308-2RS

0114_2324

DIN 625 - 6308-2RS

0114_2325

0114_1117

DIN 625 - 6008-2RS

0114_1118

DIN 625 - 6308-2RS

0114_1031

0114_1046

DIN 985 - M39x3



0114_1028

DIN 125 - M08

ISO 4014 - M08 x 35
DIN 125 - M08

0114_1782

0113_0147

0113_0132 ISO 7040 - M08

0114_1783

Dieses Dokument darf nur in Papierform weitergegeben werden - auf keinen Fall digital, noch online zur Verfügung gestellt werden

ISO 7040 - M12
ISO 7040 - M12

ISO 7040 - M08

ISO 4014 - M08 x 35

DIN 125 - M08

0114_1782

0114_1778

DIN 125 - M08

0113_0132

0114_1777

0114_1453

ISO 4014 - M12 x 75

0114_1028

0114_1444

ISO 8752 - 08 x 35

ISO 4014 - M16 x 100

0114_1452

0114_2339

ISO 7040 - M16

0114_1253

0114_1172

0114_1173

0114_1028

ISO 7040 - M12

0114_1172

ISO 8752 - 04 x 20

0114_1167

0114_2319

ISO 7040 - M12

0114_2321

0114_2322

0114_2317-02

0114_2318

0114_2320
0114_1070

ISO 4017 - M10 x 50

ISO 7040 - M10

0114_1049

0114_2317-02

0114_0213

0114_1028

ISO 4017 - M12 x 90

0114_1016

0114_1028
DIN 985 - M12

0114_1253

0114_1172

0114_1019

0114_1172

0114_10260114_1028

0114_1187

5xx / 6xx



0114_1006

0114_1254

0114_0218

Vorgänger      /  previous versions

0113_0118

DIN 094 - 5 x 50

0114_2312

ISO 4017 - M06 x 12

0114_0210

DIN 912 - M05 x 10

0114_2312

0114_1255

ISO 7040 - M05

0114_0231

0114_1043
0114_1041

0114_1045

0114_1044

DIN 315 - M10

0114_0220

0114_2329

ISO 8677 - M08 x 45

0114_2331
0114_2330

0114_2329

ISO 7093 - M08

DIN 125 - M08

ISO 7040 - M08

0114_2330

0114_0221

0114_1012

0114_2347

0114_0227

0114_1160

0114_1254 0114_1160

0114_1156

0114_1254

0114_1158

ISO 4014 - M16 x 100

ISO 7040 - M16

Vorgänger      /  previous versions

Chain 20x10 - 2.5

DIN 094 - 3.2 x 16

DIN 11024 - 4.0

0114_2348

0114_0226

5xx / 6xx
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